
KJ-B1037 Bangles
A Polki, Kundan, and Gold bangles set, weighing 63.5
grams in 18-karat gold, featuring red chudi and meena
work, embodies cultural opulence and traditional
charm. The vibrant red chudi and intricate meena work
add a distinctive flair, making these bangles a
standout accessory suitable for various celebratory
occasions. Crafted with meticulous artistry, the set
holds both sentimental and investment value,
showcasing the enduring beauty of traditional
craftsmanship.

Bangles Specifications

Brand: Kadel Jewels Collection: Elegant Bangles set
Gender: Women Occasion: Festive Wear/ Marriage
Wear/ Bridal Party Karat: 18 Material Colour: Gold/
Polki/Kundan/Diamond/ Meena work Jewellery Type: 
Gold/ Polki/Diamond/ Kundan Necklace/Red Chudi and
meena work Gross Weight: 63.5 Grams Metal: Gold  
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹369,000.00 ₹295,000.00
Stock: instock
Categories: Bangles, New Arrival

Product Description

A Polki, Kundan, and Gold bangles set weighing 63.5 grams in 18-karat gold, featuring red chudi
and meena work, offers several benefits:

1. Cultural Opulence: The incorporation of Polki and Kundan elements, along with vibrant
red chudi and meena work, creates a bangles set that exudes cultural richness and
traditional opulence.

2. Distinctive Design: The addition of red chudi and meena work adds a distinctive and
eye-catching element, enhancing the overall aesthetic appeal and making the bangles set
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a standout accessory.
3. Versatility: Crafted with meticulous artistry, this set is versatile, seamlessly

complementing both traditional and modern attire. The vibrant red hues make it suitable
for various celebratory occasions.

4. Craftsmanship: The intricate craftsmanship in the Polki, Kundan, and red chudi and
meena work reflects the skill and artistry of the jeweler, creating a set that not only
showcases design but also highlights the beauty of traditional craftsmanship.

5. Investment Value: Crafted from high-quality materials like 18-karat gold and featuring
Polki and Kundan elements, the set holds inherent value, serving as both a luxurious
adornment and a potential investment over time.

6. Personal Significance: Jewelry often carries sentimental value, and this bangles set, with
its unique design and cultural appeal, can become a cherished piece, passed down through
generations, holding special memories.

7. Durability: The use of 18-karat gold ensures durability, allowing the bangles set to be
enjoyed for years without losing its luster, making it a lasting addition to your jewelry
collection.

In summary, this Polki, Kundan, and Gold bangles set with red chudi and meena work weighing
63.5 grams in 18-karat gold offers a harmonious blend of cultural aesthetics, distinctive design,
and investment value, making it a versatile and cherished accessory for various occasions.

KJ-B1036 Bangles
A Polki, Kundan, and Gold bangles set, weighing 68
grams in 18-karat gold and featuring green chudi work,
embodies a perfect fusion of tradition and
contemporary style. The vibrant green chudi detailing
enhances the cultural richness, making it ideal for
special occasions. Crafted with meticulous artistry,
these bangles offer a versatile and eye-catching
accessory, blending elegance with a touch of modern
flair.

Bangles Specifications

Brand: Kadel Jewels Collection: Elegant Bangles set
Gender: Women Occasion: Festive Wear/ Marriage
Wear/ Bridal Party Karat: 18 Material Colour: Gold/
Polki/Kundan/Diamond Jewellery Type: Gold/
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Polki/Diamond/ Kundan Necklace/Green Chudi Gross
Weight: 68 Grams Metal: Gold  
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹389,000.00 ₹339,000.00
Stock: instock
Categories: Bangles

Product Description

A Polki, Kundan, and Gold bangles set weighing 68 grams in 18-karat gold, adorned with green
chudi work, offers several benefits:

1. Cultural Fusion: The incorporation of Polki and Kundan elements with vibrant green chudi
work creates a bangles set that beautifully blends traditional and contemporary aesthetics,
making it perfect for cultural celebrations.

2. Distinctive Style: The addition of green chudi work adds a unique and eye-catching
element, enhancing the overall design and making the bangles set stand out as a
distinctive and fashionable accessory.

3. Versatility: Crafted with meticulous attention to detail, this set is versatile, seamlessly
complementing both traditional and modern attire, providing an elegant and adaptable
option for various occasions.

4. Craftsmanship: The intricate craftsmanship in the Polki, Kundan, and green chudi work
reflects the skill and artistry of the jeweler, creating a set that not only captivates with its
design but also showcases the beauty of traditional craftsmanship.

5. Investment Value: Crafted from high-quality materials like 18-karat gold and featuring
Polki and Kundan elements, the set holds inherent value, serving as both a luxurious
adornment and a potential investment over time.

6. Personal Significance: Jewelry often carries sentimental value, and this bangles set, with
its unique design and cultural appeal, can become a cherished piece, passed down through
generations, holding special memories.

7. Durability: The use of 18-karat gold ensures durability, allowing the bangles set to be
enjoyed for years without losing its luster, making it a lasting addition to your jewelry
collection.

In summary, this Polki, Kundan, and Gold bangles set with green chudi work weighing 68 grams
in 18-karat gold offers a harmonious blend of cultural aesthetics, distinctive style, and
investment value, making it a versatile and cherished accessory for various occasions.
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KJ-B1035 Bangles
A Polki, Kundan, and Gold bangles set, weighing 68
grams in 18-karat gold, presents a captivating blend of
cultural elegance and timeless charm. Crafted with
intricate Polki and Kundan settings, these bangles offer
versatility, complementing both traditional and
modern attire. The set not only serves as a luxurious
adornment but also holds investment value, making it
a cherished and meaningful addition to your jewelry
collection.

Bangles Specifications

Brand: Kadel Jewels Collection: Elegant Bangles set
Gender: Women Occasion: Festive Wear/ Marriage
Wear/ Bridal Party Karat: 18 Material Colour: Gold/
Polki/Kundan/Diamond Jewellery Type: Gold/
Polki/Diamond/ Kundan Necklace Gross Weight: 68
 Grams Metal: Gold  
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹359,000.00 ₹280,000.00
Stock: instock
Categories: Bangles

Product Description

A Polki, Kundan, and Gold bangles set weighing 68 grams in 18-karat gold offers several
benefits:

1. Cultural Elegance: The combination of Polki and Kundan settings with gold creates a
bangles set that celebrates traditional Indian craftsmanship, embodying cultural richness
and heritage.

2. Timeless Appeal: These bangles, crafted from high-quality materials, including 18-karat
gold, showcase timeless elegance and can be worn on various occasions, from cultural
events to weddings.
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3. Versatility: The set's design allows for versatile styling, complementing both traditional
and modern attire, making it a versatile accessory for a range of events.

4. Investment Value: Crafted from 18-karat gold and featuring Polki and Kundan elements,
the bangles set holds inherent value, serving as both a luxurious adornment and a
potential investment over time.

5. Craftsmanship: The intricate craftsmanship displayed in the Polki and Kundan settings,
along with the goldwork, highlights the skill and artistry of the jeweler, adding to the
overall allure of the bangles.

6. Durability: The use of 18-karat gold ensures durability, making the bangles set resilient
for regular wear while maintaining its luster over time.

7. Personal Significance: Jewelry often carries sentimental value, and this bangles set, with
its cultural significance and elegant design, can become a cherished part of one's
collection, passed down through generations.

In summary, a Polki, Kundan, and Gold bangles set weighing 68 grams in 18-karat gold offers a
blend of cultural elegance, timeless appeal, and investment value. Its versatility and
craftsmanship make it a meaningful and treasured accessory for various occasions.
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